MCDONALD’S INTRINSIC ASSETS MAPPING
Provide a process to
convert Tied up
Social Equity into
global wealth

Develop a strategy on how to take benefit from all
stakeholders of company

Identify resources Human as
well as financial that others
overlook, then shape these
resources through a novel
application of social
consciousness and thoughtful
entrepreneurism to the
advantage of clients

How to create TOR in evaluating
MCD as part of our structuring and
deal making process taking into
account all the operational factors,
Processes, methods, concepts,
0
habits, attitude, working environment
expansion strategy etc.

How to break the
company into as many
profitable strategic small
business units as draw
up a plan with a view to
turn these units into profit
centers rather than cost
centers
Evaluate, strategize,
shape, document &
implement the
enterprise direction to
provide clarity of
purpose, vision,
mission and
operational plan

Create a strategy to
inject money into the
balance sheet through
option fees, franchise
fees

Provide an extensive
cash flow analysis and
recommendation for
stable cash
management

Help identify collateral
and package it as an
investment to ripe
profits which can be
utilized to reduce debt
and if possible convert
the company into a
debt free company

Create a strategy
on cash injection
process into
MCD

How to magnetize v values in
the MCD that like miracles
float in thin air without the
knowledge of the management
when compared with global
business scene

Develop a strategy
on how to eliminate
debt
Develop a strategy
in sustaining high
P/E ratios. Show
how to create global
income that is equal
to local income
without any major
risk & investment

Eliminate job mindset
within the company.
Develop models to
turn employees into
entrepreneurs
How to outsource all aspects of
operation and chain management
by creating franchising system for
each cycle from micro to macro
valuefacturing to create wealth

Develop a strategy to
assist in finding an
underwriter for loan in
case of any
eventualities in lieu of
stock options and
warrants

How to Formulate a
strategy for financial
control, inventory &
cost management

How to utilize the
existing resources of
SEC & other
alliances/partners/friends
to advise and formulate
a strategy

future development in

What techniques
should be applied to
strategic regional
planning

Identify funding
sources and effective
utilization of accounts

Develop a strategy
on how to reduce
payroll without flaying
off an employee

Develop a debt
free financing
model

Recommend mechanism
to arrange guarantee for
any existing debt in the
balance sheet with a
standby line in the event
any loan default
How to provide a
process to reframe
the corporate
direction, restructure
MCD & revitalizing
the enterprise

Create a new business
model that is perpetual
in nature & create
wealth for all
stakeholders including
shareholders,
management, suppliers,
clients by making &
giving them ownership

. Develop
a
.
strategy on . how
to reduce
inventory of MCD

How to structure a
wealth creation
model through value
addition of their core
intellectual assets

Identify
new
revenue
streams
with the
available
resources

Create a plan to
provide intellectual
stimulation to assess
opportunities through
constructive attitude
rather than a
Identify merger &
. destructive path

McDonald’s

.
Analyze the possibility
& strategy for providing
an interim manager
that will replace an
existing manager, take
the decision making
reins of a troubled unit,
& guide it hopefully to
safety

How to Leverage

and develop a strategy to
overcome them

Create as succession plan
to bring in new fresh young
dynamic management to
assist in the implementation
of objectives to run MCD
professionally, productively
and profitably

Provide a plan to
transform raw
ideas/knowledge into
meaningful &
dynamic business
models
Analyze the main
expense been
occurring by MCD
and formulate a
strategy on how it
can be minimized

Develop a plan on
how will additional
capital & further
dilution of stock be
handled
Develop strategies for
foreign affiliation, tie-ups,
marketing, management,
investments, operations etc.

How to diagnose the
efficiency of current
operation & estimate
the expected benefits
Develop a succession
plan for the assets
intellectual; tangible
and non- tangible to
be developed smartly
and creatively

Formulate strategy
on prudent
allocation of funds
Develop a strategy on
how to motivate and
benefits employees by
forming a credit union

.

acquisitions
Develop a social
jointly with
engineering
strategy
to
acquisition
existing
strengthen relationship
opportunities
management
between all stakeholders
locally
thru new social wealth
origination ownership
model
Recommend
mechanism to arrange
guarantee for any
existing debt in the
balance sheet with a
Identify best practices &
standby line in the
key issues affecting MCD
event any loan default

Develop an voluntary
. Identify what
early retirement
areas/work/departments or
program as a first step
toward adjusting the business of the company can be
outsourced locally and globally
company to the
appropriate size

Develop a process to
turn cost into social
revenue & social
profit center

How to develop a
measurement system
to evaluate the
performance against
the goals & objectives
that will develop a
sense of commitment
among employees

Evaluate the total
debt amount &
formulate a strategy
to break-up the debt
based on secured
and unsecured

Develop a strategy
on how to reduce
working capital and
fixed assets
requirements

Develop a plan to
buy stock of less
than 5% from the
market in order to
avoid regulatory
filing with SEC

Create a strategy to
provide a valufacturing
process to strategize
knowledge,
information,
intellectual, social
capital

Evaluate resources that may be
fragmented & need to be
collaborated into a platforms to
provide alternatives, possibilities &
choices that takes care of their
emotional, spiritual, business,
Identify and quantify customers, financial, knowledge,
current resources and intellectual, experienced & contacts

MDC

Develop a strategy to
formulate a better plan
in order to get contracts
from clients of
competitors

Develop a strategy
.on how one can
negotiate a buy-out
secured debt & has
standby credit
arrangement in the
place

How to design
a wealth
creation
structure
through stock
options

Develop a plan to act as your
eye and ear on business
opportunities, government
import regulations and
restrictions& economic
development scenarios in
emerging markets

Develop a
strategy on
what
motivational
tools can be
adopted &
enforced to
improve the
work efficiency
of employees
and to retain
their services

Identify local &
regional needs and
current
development
frameworks &
partnerships

Conduct a calculation
for realistic minimum
amount of profits and
“free” cash flow
required to provide
a sufficient return to
shareholder's

Develop an effective management
information system. Induct
technology in the complete
business cycle to produce
efficiency with business & income
generating sense a intellectual
transportation to create wealth

Create a strategy to
inject wealth creation
mentality rather than
job mentality in the
MCD
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Create a strategy for providing
resources to dream & develop
a scenario to expand by
playing social
entrepreneurship role and
partnering with global entities
without cost & create social
0 building
wealth in nation
through creation of social
ecotomic engine
Identify equity
participation from global
partners. Develop a
strategy to approach and
tie-up existing (financial)
equity sources & local &
international investors

Develop financial
information &
analysis for potential
investors for private
placement of debt or
equity issues locally
& globally

Strategy for creation of
spin-offs for each
company activities in both
countries to provide a
structure for the parent to
be earning revenues
through branding royalties

Strategy to attract &
indentify international
equity
partners/investors to
subscribe and
underwrite Reg S
stock offering

Develop a business
model that must have
thrust in franchising,
royalties, fee earning,
branding, training center
in all countries as
upfront fee generator

Develop strategies for
selection and
appointment of new
new
suppliers/distributors/a
gents/consultants/audit
ors/lawyers/investment
bankers/Underwriters/s
tock brokers etc

processes and tie-up with
human capital of the
company & arbitrage the
work not as outsource to
save cost but package it
as a profit center through
franchising

.

What motivational
tools can be
adopted to retain
existing customers

What strategies can
be adopted to renew
contracts with past
clients
While pricing a new
product/service, what
factors should we
take into
consideration in
setting the price

Identify global structures,
international vehicles and
tax structure to turn all
future profits into capital
gain tax & become an
international listed entity in
the international country
within shortest period

Create a plan to use its
intellectual stock as
currency to acquire
interests in various
companies globally to
ensure global
expansion

Create a strategy on
earning fees from
partners in international
countries (emerging
markets) through
various securities
instruments

Provide a road map
for joint ventures
Identify any
with foreign partners
constraints
to overcome issues
restricting the MCD
like import quotas,
from expanding
Conduct research &
tariffs, political
globally
implement
interests and cultural
Develop a strategy on
alternatives,
barriers
how to attract media
possibilities and
(electronic and print)
choices through global
to write or show news
scouting to trace
on MCD at no cost
Develop a strategy to
values & arbitrage
buy into companies thru
Develop a strategy
ideal currency giving
on how to establish
them business, credibility
a international joint
and branding and other
venture subsidiary to
capital resources to
create fees and royalty
become a global
income
franchiser of the
concept

McDonald’s

Identify what are
the overall
problems being
faced by the
industry both
locally and
globally

Formulate a strategy
on how to attract
stand-by collaborates
for each specific
territory who will take
up franchise rights

Identify merger
objectives &
implementation
priorities to deliver
optimal value

Start Develop a strategy on
how to compete with new
competitors entering the
market or introducing new
items to their menu in the
future (Local & Global)

Develop a strategy
on how to get
students to
voluntarily work for
the MCD at no cost

Develop a strategy
on how to compete
with existing
competitors with a 5
year future plan
(Local & Global)

Create a firewall for
political, currency
and asset risks in
going globally

Develop a
projected cash flow
statement for
expanding

to convert Tied up
Create a strategy to break Social Equity into
global wealth
all the operation

What opportunities
lie in the present
MCD structure that
have been
overlooked

Develop a strategy on how
to constantly review
changes in the market
share, leadership, players,
market shifts, costs, pricing,
or competition that provide
the opportunity for
company’s success

Strategy to utilize civil
servants & executives
as well as foreign &
local chambers to
plan business
development activities
in foreign countries

Develop a strategy
on how to expand
Creation of a listed
into foreign markets
spin-off from the
(emerging markets)
parent company to
manage country base
without any cost
ventures with country
partner providing the
resources
Provide a process

Develop a strategy on
how to establish a
international joint venture
subsidiary to become a
global franchiser of the
concept

Based on the historical
promotional budget,
what new budget should
be set and how it should
be relocated

Identify experienced
board of directors, top
management & other
staff with assistance in
strategic planning,
focus direction &
implementation support
in going globally

Develop a strategy for
management on how to
utilize existing resources of
target country that are in their
court yard within US/Canada
which have not been
synthesize to create values
for business development in
target country.

What additional
products/services the
company can add/offer
with its present set-up

What new market
segments could be
target
Strategy on how to
improve and manage
the company’s
website
Develop a strategy on how
use to banks/financial
institutions in foreign
countries as marketing
conduits to develop
business for MCD to market
the products/services

Develop a strategy for
efficient global tax
planning and provide
existing management
an exit with 5 years to
retire with global tax
planning

How can we add
value into the MCD
in the present
framework

What new
marketing/promotional
strategies should be
adopted by MCD

Provide in-depth
comparative
benchmarking with
competitors within the
industries and sectors.
Identify competitors
strategy

Provide a strategy for
budgeting, accounting,
banking, finance
function in expanding
globally

Identify business
areas/products/servi
ces in which the
company can
diversify using the
present operational
structure

List advantages and
disadvantages a company
may face by appointing new
suppliers/distributors/agents/
consultants/auditors/lawyers/
/investment
bankers/Underwriters/stock
brokers etc.
Strategy on how do we
convert the company to
look at clients from
investment banking and
value enhancement
services point of view

Study the concept & create a
strategy that before entering
each country, apply the wealth
creation model to inject non
tangible assets into a shell
through reverse merger & bring
local financial consultants and
investment bankers along with
stoke brokers in the strategic
and tactical play in the
respective business

Create a list of strategies
been applied by ther
competitors to retain their
customers, and where does
the company stands
comparing its customer
retaining strategies with
other companies in the
industry.
What new target
markets could be
viable

Strategy on how to induct technology
in the complete business cycle to
produce efficiency with business and
income generating sense as
intellectual transportation tool to
create wealth
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